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Coca-Cola is a proud supporter of the UMass Fine Arts Center.
Celebrating lifelong enjoyment of the arts.

Loomis House
Retirement Community and Nursing Center
Holyoke • 413-538-7551

Loomis Village
Retirement Community
South Hadley • 413-532-5325

Applewood
Retirement Community
Amherst • 413-253-9833

Reeds Landing
Retirement Community
Springfield • 413-782-1800

www.LoomisCommunities.org
Friends of the Fine Arts is passionate about bringing the arts to everyone, and everyone to the arts. PeoplesBank shares that passion, and is proud to support the Angel Ticket Program.

413.538.9500    bankatpeoples.com
The Loft Lounge, in the Clarion Hotel has live Jazz Jams with the Green Street Trio every Tuesday and on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday The Lounge brings you jazz, easy listening, and American Songbook favorites. With a large bar and a super lighter side menu, it's just the right place to stop by for something a little different! Open 7 nights.

Show your ticket stub for a 15% discount on food at The Loft Restaurant

The Loft Restaurant inside the Clarion Hotel has an upscale yet affordable menu, using local fresh ingredients. Join us in our relaxing comfortable atmosphere. Open Thursday through Sunday

www.LoftAtTheClarion.com
1 Atwood Drive, Northampton, MA 413-586-1211
United, we can make a difference.

Communities thrive through educational and cultural experiences.

We are pleased to support the Fine Arts Center.

United Personnel

Executive | Administrative | Medical | Financial | Industrial

unitedpersonnel.com
GOOD STORIES
TRAVEL FAST.

With 45 Restaurants, Clubs & Bars,
some of the best begin here.

When it’s your time to shine, come see us.

mohegansun.com
Just Minutes from UMass Fine Arts Center!

Both Pioneer Valley Hotel Group hotels offer Complimentary Hot Breakfast Buffets, Free Wireless Internet Access, Indoor Heated Pool & Fitness Room
We are proud to support the Fine Arts Center.

We are dedicated to the proud tradition of supporting the businesses and communities we serve...since 1869.

EASTHAMPTON SAVINGS BANK
Banking that fits your life perfectly.

10 offices throughout the Pioneer Valley
bankesb.com | 413.527.4111

Insuring The Arts Play On

63 Main Street, Florence 584-1970
6 Campus Lane, Easthampton 527-3000
www.insuringyourway.com
The doctor asked the robot about the germ-killing power of UV light. The robot asked the doctor if the da Vinci® robot was single.

It turns out Dr. Joanne Levin, an infectious disease specialist, and Xenex™, a germ-zapping robot, have a lot in common. They both work at Cooley Dickinson, helping the hospital raise industry standards for cleanliness and patient safety. In fact, it is one of the first hospitals in the nation, and the first in New England, to use Xenex technology.

This is just one of the reasons Cooley Dickinson has been ranked in the top 5 percent of hospitals in the U.S. for patient safety. And why it has been the recipient of the HealthGrades® Patient Safety Excellence Award™ for four consecutive years, 2009-2012. People in the Pioneer Valley are talking about Cooley Dickinson, and the talk is good.

For a free copy of the book The Patient’s Checklist: 10 Simple Hospital Checklists to Keep You Safe, Sane & Organized, call (888) 554-4CDH.

Find out more at thetalkisgood.com

Cooley Dickinson Hospital
This year marks the 150th anniversary of the founding of the University of Massachusetts. On the eve of our Sesquicentennial celebration we are excited to invite alumni, families and friends back to campus for Alumni Weekend 2013 on April 26 – 28.

A highlight of our year-round programming, Alumni Weekend brings into focus the importance of keeping alumni connected with one another and with the university. The UMass Amherst Alumni Association works to maintain this important connection, while enhancing the student experience and adding value to a UMass Amherst degree through networking and professional development opportunities.

We look forward to seeing you on Alumni Weekend. For the full calendar of events and activities, please visit UMassAlumni.com/alumni-weekend. From the moment you arrive, you will find opportunities to reconnect, explore, learn and have fun!

Sincerely,
Dr. JC Schnabl
Assistant Vice Chancellor for Alumni Relations and Executive Director of the UMass Amherst Alumni Association
Skill. Smarts. Hard work.

That’s how you built your wealth.
And that’s how we’ll manage it.

The United Wealth Management Group is an independent team of skilled professionals with a single mission: to help their clients fulfill their financial goals. They understand the issues you face—and they can provide tailored solutions to meet your needs.

To arrange a confidential discussion, contact Steven Daury, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ Professional, today at 413-585-5100.

United Wealth Management Group
140 Main Street, Suite 400 • Northampton, MA 01060
413-585-5100
unitedwealthmanagementgroup.com

*Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through NFP Securities, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC. NFP Securities, Inc. is not affiliated with United Wealth Management Group.

NOT FDIC INSURED • MAY LOSE VALUE • NOT A DEPOSIT • NO BANK GUARANTEE
NO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY GUARANTEES

You CAN Study Abroad!

Scholarships available

Education Abroad Advising Center
(Open M – F, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.)
International Programs Office,
Rm. 455 Hills South,
across from Studio Arts Building
(413-545-5247)
2013 Arts & Humanities Awards

Join us, May 7th, 2013

WFCR
88.5 FM Amherst / Springfield / Hartford
101.1 FM Adams / North Adams
98.7 FM Great Barrington
98.3 FM Lee
106.1 FM Pittsfield / Lenox
96.3 FM Williamstown

all-news WNNZ
AM 640 Springfield / Amherst / Hartford
91.7 FM Franklin County

all-classical 88.5-2 HD Radio™

Listen online at NEPR.net
anywhere~anytime

Ex{clusive
Limos, Sedans, Vans, Buses

Always 1st Class

877-695-4665
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Bravo! UMass Fine Arts Center!

Please join us in making inspiration an action...
Support the Arts!

Lathrop
A Kendal Affiliate
Together, transforming the experience of aging.

High Quality
Call and schedule a tour today to see for yourself!

Best Value
Visit our website for full details, pricing and floor plans.

Compare
Other communities and the cost of maintaining your own home.

Make Lathrop your new home with entrance and monthly fees you can afford!

Apartments starting at $140,000
Townhomes starting at $250,000

413-586-0006
www.lathrop.kendal.org
DAVE SAMUELS
AND THE CARIBBEAN JAZZ PROJECT

With special guests

The New York Latin All-Stars

The Caribbean Jazz Project:
Dave Samuels, Vibraphone and Marimba
Oscar Feldman, Alto and Soprano Saxophone
Vince Cherico, Drums
Ruben Rodriguez, Bass
Arturo Stable, Percussion

This concert is presented in conjunction with the 15th-Annual High School Jazz Fest where many of New England’s most promising young jazz musicians participate in day-long performances and clinics in the UMass Music Department.

Sponsored by:
Dave Samuels and the Caribbean Jazz Project

The Caribbean Jazz Project is a two time winning Grammy ensemble that combines and explores the rich musical styles from the Caribbean and South America with the improvisation and spontaneity of Jazz.

Founded in 1993 by Dave Samuels, multi-Grammy nominated and twice Grammy winning, The Caribbean Jazz Project set a new standard in original improvised music based on the rich musical traditions of the Caribbean, where music from Africa, Europe and the Caribbean Islands first joined and spread its roots into North and South America. The Caribbean Jazz Project explores and combines these rich musical styles with the improvisation and spontaneity of Jazz.

The Caribbean Jazz Project is the most thoroughly inventive Latin Jazz ensemble of this or any era. They received a Latin Grammy for their “Afro Bop Alliance” cd and were also nominated for a Grammy in the Best Latin Jazz category for that album. Previous cds “Here and Now—Live in Concert” and “Birds of a Feather” were nominated for “Best Latin Jazz Recording.” Their recording “The Gathering” won the Grammy in 2003 for “Best Latin Jazz Recording.”

Dave Samuels

Earlier in his career, Samuels had a long time association with Spyro Gyra which lasted from 1977 to 1994 and includes 20 recordings. During that time the Grammy-nominated group was also named #1 Contemporary Jazz Artist and Contemporary Jazz Group of the ’80s by Billboard Magazine. In addition to playing, Samuels is a respected educator and author and some of his new works can be found at Mallet.Works.com and JazzBooks.com. Samuels has been voted “Best Vibes Player” in both Jazz and Modern Drummer magazines. Dave Samuels is sponsored by Yamaha and Malletech.

New York Latin All Stars

New York Latin All-Stars: Producer/Arranger John Van Eps along with vibraphonist/arranger Dave Samuels, and horn arrangements/adaptations by trumpeter Jeff Holmes, brought together a potent line up of NYC musicians to record Latin versions of hit tunes by executive producers Chicago (the band) resulting in “Chicago Exitos! featuring vocalist Eddie Ganz” on Chicago II Records. “NYLAS,” which also includes former UMASS Jazz major/saxophonist Geoff Vidal, will perform selections from that recording at the concert.
Amherst Hampshire Mount Holyoke
Smith UMass/Amherst

www.fivecolleges.edu/sites/dance

THE RECORDER

Serving the people of Franklin County and the North Quabbin Region since 1792
Wait ’til you hear what we’ve got planned for you …

26 Leading Guest Artists

Expanded Classical Season

Opera Gala

The new SSO Presents, including the legendary Judy Collins

2012–2013 Season

Kevin Rhodes, Music Director

Call for a brochure 413-733-2291
or visit springfieldsymphony.org
Thursday, April 11, 2013, 7:30 PM
UMass Amherst Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

By arrangement with Opus 3 Artists

IMAGO THEATRE

ZOOZOO

Created by
Carol Triffl & Jerry Mouawad

Original Music
Katie Griesar

Light Design
Jeff Forbes

Performed by
Jonathan Godsey    Darren McCarthy    Keyon Gaskin
David King        Pratik Motwani

Creature Fabrication
Carol Triffl        Jerry Mouawad
Mark Forrest       Cati Thomas

Company Stage Manager
Kayla Scrivner

Technical Director
Chris Balo

Sponsored by:
ZooZoo

Bugeyes
Hippos
Anteaters
Frogs
Paper Bag
Polar Bears

-----Intermission-----

Cats
Larvabatic
Windbags
Penguins
Paper

Please turn off all cell phones.
All photography and recording devices prohibited.
Program subject to change.

ZooZoo is made possible by grants from
Meyer Memorial Trust
Collins Foundation
Regional Arts and Culture Council
Wyss Foundation
James F. & Marion L. Miller Foundation
IMAGO THEATRE

Founded in 1979 by Carol Triffle and Jerry Mouawad, Imago Theatre’s original productions have toured internationally for over three decades. Imago’s signature works have appeared thrice at the acclaimed New Victory Theater on Broadway in New York; FROGZ (2000, 2002) and ZooZoo (2010.) The universal nature of Imago’s world has won audience and critical acclaim in tours across Asia, Europe, Canada and the U.S. The company was awarded the New York Dance Film Award and “Best Touring Production” by Independent Reviewers of New England. Imago has been hailed by critics world-wide for their range of original work. Working out of a large 18,000 square foot theatre laboratory in Portland, Oregon, Imago’s ensemble of actors, dancers, designers, fabricators and musicians become alchemists seeking fresh perspectives of performance. The company has been honored for mask theatre pieces that have appealed to a wide age range, as well as for innovative works that push the boundaries of form, design and story. Imago Theatre’s methodology is based on the teachings of Jacques Lecoq (1921-1999). Ms. Triffle studied extensively with Mr. Lecoq completing his exclusive pedagogical program. Drawing inspiration from Mr. Lecoq, Imago Theatre aims to place form and design at the forefront of theatre creation and infuses each production with an idiosyncratic physical energy. In 2006, the company’s innovative production of Jean-Paul Sartre’s No Exit ran at two Tony-Award winning theatres – American Repertory Theater and The Hartford Stage Company. The United States premiere of Caryl Churchill’s A Number was produced by Imago Theatre in 2003. In 2012 the company produced the English language premiere of Yukio Mishima’s The Black Lizard.
CAROL TRIFFLE (Co-Creator)
Carol completed a third year pedagogical program with Jacques Lecoq in 1997 after studying for two previous years in 1986-1988. A member of the dance company The Company We Keep, she founded Imago Theatre in 1979 with Jerry Mouawad and began touring the United States with original mask theatre. In 1997 she wrote and directed Ginger’s Green which marked the beginning of a canon of original music-theater works that includes Ajax, Oh Lost Weekend, No Can Do, Missing Mona. In 2006 her music-theatre works changed form after influences from Richard Maxwell and often featured anti-clown heroes played by Danielle Vermette and Mouawad in works titled Hit Me in The Stomach, Mix Up, The Dinner, Simple People, Backs Like That and Splat. She co-directed with Mouawad on Broadway FROGZ and ZooZoo. Carol has staged works for The Jefferson Dancers and The Oregon Symphony. Her acting appearances in Mouawad’s original plays include Dead End Ed, Samuel’s Major Problems, Serial Killer Parents, Apis, Tick Tack Type, Stage Left Lost and Zugzwang. Awards include Best Touring Production by the Independent Reviewers of New England, Oregon Arts Commission Fellowship, New York Dance Film Awards, Portland Theatre Awards for choreography, costume design, and best original play.

JERRY MOUAWAD (Co-Creator)
Jerry studied the teachings of Jacques Lecoq at the Hayes-Marshall School of Theatre Arts. After co-founding in 1979 with Carol Triffle Imago Theatre, he went on to collaborate with her for 14 years creating mask pieces before exploring experimental theatre. He staged two works by Richard Foreman: Samuel’s Major Problems and Symphony of Rats. He has adapted magical realism literature for the stage incorporating multimedia, puppetry and stage illusion in Verdad (in collaboration with Triffle) and Half Light. Modern classic adaptations include Blood Wedding, The Imaginary Invalid, Exit the King, Uncle Vanya and The Black Lizard. His adaptation of Sartre’s No Exit on a moving stage played at American Repertory Theatre and Hartford Stage Company. He has staged work for BodyVox, The Portland Opera and The Oregon Symphony. The United States premiere of Caryl Churchill’s A Number was directed by Jerry at Imago Theatre. His series of original silent works, “Opera Beyond Words,” includes Apis, or the Taste of Honey; The Cuban Missile Crisis; Tick Tack Type; Stage Left Lost and...
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KATIE GRIESSAR (Original Music)
Katie makes music with guitar, antique and toy musical instruments, found objects, collected sounds, awkward gestures, wrong notes, and other damaged goods. A graduate of Vassar College and the American Repertory Theatre Institute at Harvard University, she is a three-time Portland Drama Critics Circle Award winner for her music/sound work with Imago Theatre, where she is currently Resident Composer. Her work with Imago Theatre spans some 20 shows and includes the original music scores for FROGZ, Biglittlethings, and this year’s ZooZoo. She has also contributed original music/sound to works by choreographers Linda Austin, Catherine Egan, Mary Oslund, Cydney Wilkes, filmmaker James Westby, Mona Huneidi’s stop motion animation film Katching and is a founding member of Hopeless Theatre.

JEFF FORBES (Light Design)
Jeff is a Portland based lighting designer working primarily in theatre and dance. He is a 9 time winner of the Willie and Dramy Awards for theatre for such companies as Artists Repertory Theatre, Imago Theatre, the Musical Theatre Company, Storefront Theatre, and Tygres Heart Shakespeare Co. Jeff has designed for American Repertory Theatre (Cambridge, Mass), the New Rose Theatre, Portland Repertory Theatre, Portland Center Stage, Portland Actors Conservatory, and many others. He tours nationally and internationally with Imago Theatre, the Deborah Hay Dance Company and Antony and the Johnsons. His work in Dance and Performance includes frequent collaborations with choreographers such as Linda Austin, Tahni Holt, Linda K Johnson, NorthWest Dance Project, Josie Moseley, Mary Oslund, Sally Silvers, and Cydney Wilkes. Jeff is currently the Technical Manager for White Bird Dance, a presenting organization based in Portland, and has served as a technical director for PICA’s TBA Festival since its beginning in 2003. He is a co-founder, with Linda Austin, of Performance Works NorthWest, for which he also serves as technical director.

JONATHAN GODSEY (Performer)
Jonathan became interested in theatre in 1998 at the ripe young age of 28. Since then, he has performed in numerous national FROGZ tours with Imago, including runs at American Repertory Theatre in Cambridge, MA, and New Victory in the Big Apple. Jonathan’s other Imago appearances include Oh Lost Weekend, The Imaginary Invalid, Biglittlethings and Stage Left Lost. He currently studies Aikido at Two Rivers Aikikai in Portland, OR and eventually plans to apply his extensive studies of Taichichuan and Aikido to the art of stage combat.

DARREN MCCARTHY (Performer)
Darren is thrilled to return to the cast of ZooZoo for a third season. Past Imago productions include: Carol Triffle’s The Dinner, Jerry Mouawad’s Apis, Triffle’s Simple People, Mouawad’s Cuban Missile Tango, Mouawad’s Tic Tack Type, Triffle’s Backs Like That and most recently Mouawad’s Stage Left Lost. Darren graduated from New England College in Henniker, NH in 2007, receiving a bachelor’s degree in theatre and he was the president.

Al Jazeera English
Monday-Friday, 9:00 - 10:00 am
Democracy Now
Monday-Friday, 5:00 - 6:00 pm
Voices of the Middle East
Friday, 11:00 am - 12:00 pm
The Warm Heart of Africa
Wednesday, 7:00 - 9:00 pm
of The Carriage Theatre Ensemble during his junior and senior year.

DAVID KING (Performer)

This is David’s second season with Imago Theatre. David started acting during his school days. He was selected out of hundreds of auditionees as the lead in the national student production of Thoroughly Modern Millie where he worked with Broadway lyricist, Dick Scanlan. He also performed in several productions while attending the University of Evansville. His roles included: (Erik) Grand Hotel the Musical, (Witch) Dark of the Moon, (Bensinger) The Front Page, and (Billy) The Goat or, Who is Sylvia. David was also a featured vocalist for productions with Pivot Dance Company in Portland, Oregon. He is extremely excited to be touring with ZooZoo.

KEYON GASKIN (Performer)

Keyon graduated with a B.S. in Marketing & Theatre from the University of Central Missouri in 2006 and has since focused on performing, teaching, creating, and exploring movement and theatre internationally. Prior to touring with Imago Keyon has performed in the following Imago productions Tick, Tack, Type, Stage Left Lost, and Zugzwang, and is elated to be back for a second touring season with a company he enjoys and admires. He’d like to thank his Ma, Sister, Nephew and all his family/friends for everything.

PRATIK MOTWANI (Performer)

Pratik is an actor from Mumbai, India. He holds an MFA in Ensemble Based Physical Theatre from the Dell’Arte International School of Physical Theatre. As a voice over artist, Pratik has lent his voice to Dev Patel (the protagonist) in the Indian version of the Oscar Winning film Slumdog Millionaire. Pratik is also the co-founder of Rangeelay Theatre Ensemble, based in Mumbai, India. In 2010, he co-created the social outreach wing of the company with a workshop and performance program EK aur EK Gyarah (One Plus One = Eleven) in partnership with over 10 international aid organizations. The project reached thousands of street children, pediatric cancer patients, students and teachers in Delhi and Mumbai. Recently Pratik and his company created IN’Tents – A conservation Comedy in the Great Outdoors as a response to the budget cuts in the national and state park system in the United States. The show reached over 1,300 families camping all the way from the Redwood Parks to Rocky Mountain National Park. He has also worked as a performing artist with The Dell’Arte Company’s production of The Nutcraper and their recent production Mary Jane-The Musical. This is Pratik’s first year working with Imago and he is stoked about it.

KAYLA SCRIVNER (Production Stage Manager)


CHRIS BALO (Technical Director)

Chris is pleased to be returning to Imago Theatre on tour. Chris spends time working with Bodyvox Dance, White Bird Dance, Portland State University, PICA, Oregon Children’s Theatre, Lakewood Theatre Company, IATSE Local 28, & Several Others in a variety of capacities from Audio/Video to Stage Management to Scenic Carpentry to Production Electrician &
Lighting Design. Recent and memorable production highlights include: *Pirates of Penzance* with Eugene Opera (stage manager), *Down in the Valley* at the 2007 Kurt Weill Festival in Dassau & Berlin, Germany with Bel Canto NW (lighting & projection design), *The Portland Christmas Revels 2006* (lighting design), *Tonya & Nancy: The Rock Opera* (lighting design), Bel Canto NW at PSU 2004-2006 seasons (lighting design & technical direction), *Greek* with Nimrod Opera of Zurich, Switzerland (lighting design), *Sour Angelica & Gianni Schicchi* at PSU Opera (lighting design), *Toxic Avenger the Musical* (lighting design & technical direction), *St. Nicholas* with Cygnet Theatre (stage management & technical direction), *The Dinner Party* with Lakewood Theatre Company (lighting design), and many more. Chris is always in search of the next great challenge wherever it may take him.

**MARK FORREST (Resident Fabricator)**

Mark is co-founder with Susan Bonde of Bon Design which design and construct mascots, walk-arounds and other unusual creatures. Mark has been involved in theatre design and construction for over two decades including for projects *Wee Sing, Oregon Children’s Theater, ORLO, Sea World*. Mark has been designing and constructing for Imago since 2003. He worked closely with Carol Triffle to bring to life Imago’s ‘Dino’.

**CATI THOMAS (Fabricator)**

Cati was born and raised in England. She started sewing at seven and a few years later set off to work in the costume shops of regional and London theatres. A taste for adventure led her and her sewing machine to the American Northwest where, for 20 years, she led a domestic life in Central Oregon. She has performed in, directed and costumed numerous community theatre and dance productions, including *A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Tempest, Charley’s Aunt, Death Trap, Oliver, Swan Lake and Trojan Women*. When she returned to Portland three years ago it was her heart’s desire to work at Imago Theatre and see the inside of an orb. She has since become intimately acquainted with the insides of many of Imago’s creatures. This is her sixth season at Imago. She would like to thank her three children.

Tour Booking Representation

**Opus 3 Artists**

470 Park Avenue South, 9th Floor North, New York, NY 10016

212.584.7500

www.opus3artists.com
Experience *Together in Song* as a member of the LIVE AUDIENCE!

Be part of this showcase of choral excellence hosted by Kevin Rhodes of the Springfield Symphony.

Hear the premiere of a *Together in Song* original work composed by esteemed local musician Jerry Noble.

Broadcast LIVE from Springfield’s Paramount Theater

Sunday, April 28 at 7pm

Tickets start at just $20: wgby.org/togetherinsong
Friday, April 12, 2013, 8:00 PM
UMass Amherst Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

MOHAN VEENA and TABLA: SOULFUL MUSIC
PANDIT VISHWA MOHAN BHATT & SUBHEN CHATTERJEE

Program will be announced from the stage.

Sponsored by

Claudette Boudrea Realtor
www.ClaudetteBoudreau.com
ABOUT Pt. BHATT’S MOHAN VEENA:

The Mohan Veena is a modified concord archtop, which Bhatt plays lap-style. It has 19 strings: three melody strings and four drone strings coming out of the peg heads, and 12 sympathetic strings to tuners mounted to a piece of wood added to the side of the neck. The melody strings are on what we consider the treble side of the neck, and the drone strings are on the bass side. The drone strings are lower in height than the melody strings to allow for unrestricted playing of the melody strings. The sympathetic strings run underneath the melody and drone strings to yet another level in the bridge. The instrument has a carved spruce top, mahogany back and sides, a mahogany neck, and a flat, fretless, rosewood fingerboard.

The Mohan Veena is under very high tension; the total strings pull to be in excess of 500 pounds. It is due to this high tension that the tone turns incredible with the sympathetic ringing out and strengthening each note played. This is a loud instrument made to cut through with low amplification.

ABOUT THE ARTISTS

VISHWA MOHAN BHATT is an Indian classical musician who has created an instrument known as the Mohan Veena (adapted from the slide guitar) and is world-famous as a Grammy awardee. He has mesmerized the world with his pristine pure, delicate yet fiery music.

Among the foremost disciples of Pt. Ravi Shankar, Vishwa Mohan belongs to that elite body of musicians which traces its origin to the Mughal emperor Akbar’s court musician Tansen and his guru the Hindu Mystic Swami Haridas.

He has attracted international attention by his successful Indianization of the slide guitar with his perfect combination of sitar, sarod & veena techniques. By adding 14 extra strings he has been successful in creating the instrument MOHAN VEENA and taking it to unbelievable heights. With blending speed and faultless legato, Bhatt is undoubtedly one of the most expressive, versatile and greatest slide players in the world today.

Outstanding features of Pt. Bhatt’s style are his natural ability to play the ‘Tantrakari Ang’ and incorporate the “Gayaki Ang” on Mohan Veena which is the greatest advantage of this instrument over traditional Indian instrument like sitar, sarod and veena. It was no surprise that Vishwa Mohan with his sheer virtuosity and limitless supply of melodies won the highest music award of the world, the Grammy in 1994 along with Ry Cooder for their World Music Album, “A MEETING BY THE RIVER” enhancing his celebrity status not only as a star performer but also as an improviser and a soulful composer.

Vishwa Mohan has performed extensively in the USA, USSR, Canada, the Great Britain, Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Netherlands, Belgium, Scotland, Switzerland, Denmark, then scaling the Gulf of Dubai, Al-Sharjah, Bahrain, Muscat, Abu Dhabi etc. and throughout India.

SUBHEN CHATTERJEE is one of the most talented tabla players of India today. He bases his style of playing on the Lucknow school having studied from the illustrious Guru of tabla, maestro Pandit Swapan Chaudhuri. Not confining himself to a single Gharana, Subhen learnt the intricacies & beauty of other Gharnas which has made his style of playing so unique & distinctive today.

He has accompanied outstanding musicians such as Pt. Bhimsen Joshi, Smt. Girija Devi, Pt. Jasraj, Smt. Sobha Gurtu, Pt. V. G. Jog, Pt. Rajan-Sajan Misra, Ustad Rashid Khan, Ustad Shahid Parvez, Pt. Viswa Mohan Bhatt and several other famed musicians. Subhen is also a an excellent virtuoso of the tabla solo.

Among the very few tabla masters participating regularly in WOMAD (World Organisation of Music & Dance) founded by renowned guitar player Peter Gabriel, Subhen has also collaborated with distinguished musicians such as Paul Horn (flute), David Crosby (of Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young fame) renowned Indian percussionist, Sivamani etc. In 1985, Subhen put together India’s leading fusion band, KARMA, which continues to be the only one of its kind in Eastern India. He is also the founder of another unique fusion band called the FRIENDS OF DRUMS (F.O.D.)

Subhen’s album BANDISH FUSION was nominated for JPF Music Awards (one of USA’s leading music awards) in 2006. Subhen’s latest album BANDISH FUSION REDEFINED is presently a hit in India.
Glenmeadow provides premier housing and the services people need to live a worry-free retirement—in the place they call home.

Whether that's at our continuing care retirement community in Longmeadow, offering 24/7 support, or in any house or apartment in the Greater Springfield area, Glenmeadow offers a continuum of services to nurture mind, body, and spirit.

24 Tabor Crossing, Longmeadow, MA  800.633.6313  glenmeadow.org/info
2013 National Tour
Let The Sunshine, LP
Presents

HAIR
The American Tribal Love-Rock Musical

Book and Lyrics by
Gerome Ragni & James Rado

Music by
Galt MacDermot

Produced for the Broadway stage by Michael Butler

Originally Produced by the New York Shakespeare Festival

Kelly Brown
Danyel Fulton
Michael Linden
Janelle McDermoth
Noah Plomgren
Davey Rosenberg

Elizabeth Casper
Dana Gitlin
Mike Longo
Jason Moody
Brittnie A. Price
Brian Crawford Scott

Merissa Czyz
Brittany Rose Hammond
Erica Lustig

Jade Eshete
Carl James
Alex Mace

Mary Kate Morrissey
James Roberts
Cartreze Tucker

Set design based on the original
Broadway set design by Scott Pask

Costume Design
Michael McDonald

Original Lighting Design
Kevin Adams

Lighting Design
Joel E. Silver

Assistant Director/Choreographer
Christine O’Grady

Choreography by
Karole Armitage

Directed by
Diane Paulus

Tour Booking & Engagement Management
BROADWAY BOOKING OFFICE NYC

HAIR is presented by arrangement with Tams-Witmark Music Library, Inc., 560 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10022

Sponsored by:

[Logos and images for sponsorship]
THE COMPANY
IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE

Dionne .................................................................................................................. Danyel Fulton
Berger ..................................................................................................................... Brian Crawford Scott
Woof ....................................................................................................................... Jason Moody
Hud ......................................................................................................................... Carl James
Claude .................................................................................................................. Noah Plomgren
Sheila ................................................................................................................. Mary Kate Morrissey
Jeanie .................................................................................................................... Merissa Czyz
Crissy ................................................................................................................... Dana Gitlin
Mom ...................................................................................................................... Erica Lustig
Dad ......................................................................................................................... Davey Rosenberg
Principal ............................................................................................................. Michael Linden
Margaret Mead ..................................................................................................... Davey Rosenberg
Hubert .................................................................................................................. Michael Linden
Abraham Lincoln ................................................................................................. Janelle McDermoth
John Wilkes Booth ............................................................................................... Michael Linden
Buddahdalirama ................................................................................................. Erica Lustig
Tribe Members .............................................................. Kelly Brown, Elizabeth Casper, Jade Eshete, Brittany Rose Hammond,

Michael Linden, Mike Longo, Erica Lustig, Alex Mace, Janelle McDermoth,
Brittnie A. Price, James Roberts, Davey Rosenberg, Cartreze Tucker

Swings
Brittany Rose Hammond

Understudies

Understudies never substitute for listed players unless a specific announcement for
the appearance is made at the time of the performance.

For Claude: JASON MOODY, ALEX MACE; For Berger: ALEX MACE, MIKE LONGO; For
Woof: ALEX MACE, MICHAEL LINDEN; For Hud: JAMES ROBERTS, CARTREZE TUCKER;
For Sheila: BRITTANY ROSE HAMMOND, BRITTIE A. PRICE;
For Dionne: BRITTIE A. PRICE, JANELLE MCDERMOTH;
For Jeanie: BRITTANY ROSE HAMMOND, ERICA LUSTIG;
For Crissy: BRITTANY ROSE HAMMOND, ELIZABETH CASPER;
For Mother: BRITTANY ROSE HAMMOND, KELLY BROWN; For Dad: MIKE LONGO,
MICHAEL LINDEN; For Margaret Meade: MIKE LONGO, MICHAEL LINDEN;
For Buddahdalirama: BRITTANY ROSE HAMMOND, KELLY BROWN
Dance Captain: Brittany Rose Hammond
Assistant Dance Captain: Elizabeth Casper

ORCHESTRA

Lilli Wosk (Musical Director/Conductor), Greg Kenna (Associate Conductor/Keyboard 2),
Jack Lowery(Reeds), Justin Rothberg (Guitar), David White (Bass),
Nicole Marcus (Drums), Carlos Vazquez (Percussion)

All videotaping, audio recording and photography is strictly prohibited.
MUSICAL NUMBERS

ACT 1

Aquarius ........................................................................................................... Dionne and Tribe
Donna .............................................................................................................. Berger and Tribe
Hashish .......................................................................................................... Tribe
Sodomy ........................................................................................................... Woof and Tribe
Colored Spade ................................................................................................ Hud and Tribe
Manchester, England .................................................................................... Claude and Tribe
I'm Black ........................................................................................................... Hud, Woof, Berger, Claude and Tribe
Ain't Got No .................................................................................................... Woof, Hud, Dionne and Tribe
Sheila Franklin ............................................................................................... Tribe
I Believe in Love .............................................................................................. Sheila, Jade, Brittnie, Elizabeth
Ain't Got No Grass .......................................................................................... Tribe
Air .................................................................................................................... Jeanie with Crissy and Dionne
The Stone Age ............................................................................................... Berger
I Got Life .......................................................................................................... Claude and Tribe
Initials ............................................................................................................. Tribe
Going Down .................................................................................................... Berger and Tribe
Hair .................................................................................................................. Claude, Berger and Tribe
My Conviction ............................................................................................... Margaret Mead
Easy to Be Hard ............................................................................................. Sheila
Don't Put It Down .......................................................................................... Berger, Woof and Cartreze
Frank Mills ..................................................................................................... Crissy
Hare Krishna .................................................................................................. Tribe
Where Do I Go ............................................................................................... Claude and Tribe

THERE WILL BE ONE 15-MINUTE INTERMISSION

ACT 2

Electric Blues .................................................................................................. Erica, Davey, Brittnie, Mike
Oh Great God of Power .................................................................................. Tribe
Black Boys ..................................................................................................... Kelly, Liz, Brittany, Hud, Cartreze, James
White Boys .................................................................................................... Dionne, Janelle, Brittnie
Walking in Space ............................................................................................ Tribe
Minuet .............................................................................................................. Band
Yes, I's Finished ............................................................................................. Hud, Cartreze, James, Brittnie
Four Score / Abie Baby .................................................................................. Abraham Lincoln, Hud, Cartreze, James, Brittnie
Give Up All Desires ........................................................................................ Buddahdalirama, Crissy, Sheila, Woof
Three-Five-Zero-Zero ..................................................................................... Tribe
What a Piece of Work Is Man ......................................................................... Alex, Jade, Claude
Good Morning Starshine ................................................................................ Sheila and Tribe
Ain't Got No (Reprise) ..................................................................................... Claude and Tribe
The Flesh Failures .......................................................................................... Claude
Manchester/Eyes Look Your Last .................................................................. Claude, Crissy, Dionne, Jeanie, Woof
Flesh Failures/Let the Sun Shine In ................................................................. Sheila, Dionne and Tribe
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WHO'S WHO IN THE CAST

KELLY BROWN (Tribe) Virgo! Favorite things include purple, pianos, ukuleles, lakes, and Penny Lane. Beyond blessed to be a part of this beautiful tribe! Boundless thanks to my wonderful family and fanciful friends for their love and hugs!

ELIZABETH CASPER (Tribe) is a true Pisces who loves sunshine, oceans, music, family, dreams, and her soul mate, Luke. Endless love and gratitude for Mom, Dad, and Jordan. "What we think, we become." Spread happiness, peace, and love!

MERISSA CZYZ (Jeanie) is a Taurus from the Garden State who also spent a few years in Boston and NYC. She believes in the healing powers of yoga, music, love, organic food, and hot coffee. Special thanks to: mom & dad, Morgan, ginger tea, guardian angels, and the universe. Life is wild. Peace! www.merissaczysz.com.

JADE ESHETE (Tribe) is stoked about the awesome journey that she is about to embark on with her fellow tribe members. In the words of the illustrious Bob Marley, she wishes peace and one love to all!

DANYEL FULTON (Dionne) is a June baby Gemini! God? She loves Him. Love? She lives it. Life? Thanks God she's got it! Her addiction is laughter and she seeks no treatment.

Releasing and sending light out to my tribes of friends, Fultons and Garcias, and my Scorpio baby, my trip.


BRITTANY ROSE HAMMOND (Tribe/Swing) “Bitty” loves to let her hair down and the sun shine in. A native Californian. When not singing and chanting, she’s a passionate tap and hip hop instructor/chooreographer. Thanks to her family, friends, and love. Life path #6 and a proud vegan!

CARL JAMES (Hud) was born in the “age of Aquarius” (seriously). The spiritual journey of life has carried him far and wide… from Maryland to Tanzania to Russia! He loves ALL the colors of humanity. He is humbled by the blessings of family, friends, and inner peace. Life mantra…“be good or be good at it.”

MICHAEL LINDEN (Hubert/Principal/Tribe) is a native New Yorker who is a firm believer in karma, riffing, and the importance of amazing
food. He'd be nowhere without his family, blood related and not. Dedicates it all to his Meema.

MIKE LONGO (Tribe) is ecstatic to be taking this psychedelic journey with the most funkadelic tribe around a most cosmic world. This affectionate Gemini from Brooklyn loves love, family, food, friends, and spreading the power of optimism as healing energy. Thanks to my past, Lady O’Grady, and God.


ALEX MACE (Tribe) An Aries from the Midwest, he is privileged to share this story of love and peace with each and every one of you. He believes in oneness, truth, and understanding.

JANELLE McDermoth (Abraham Lincoln/Tribe) is a Gemini from the Bronx. With abundant love for the tribe, she believes in building bridges, fearless creating, world-changing love, and that the afro is the new halo.

JASON MOODY (Woof) is a Taurus from the state where EVERYTHING is bigger and couldn’t be more stoked to travel the world with this rad tribe. He’s a believer of free speech, free love, and Cheez-its. Continuous love to my groovy family, friends, and JK! www.jason-moody.com.

MARY KATE MORRISSEY (Sheila) This Gemini is blissing out to spend her days eating nut butter in half lotus and her nights jamming out to the beats of expansive love and inner peace. She believes when you stand on your head, the world is at your feet. Sending smiles to the east and west. marykatemorrissey.com

NOAH PLOMGREN (Claude) a flower child hailing from Southern California, Noah believes that people are inherently good and that peace WILL guide the planet. Unending love and gratitude to my incredible friends and family. “I’ll let you be in my dreams if I can be in yours.” www.noahplogren.com.

BRITTNIE A. PRICE (Tribe) was born under Pisces and believes in the purity of the natural world and the true power of love and peace in a chaotic universe. Love to my tribe and all who choose freedom!

Plays from Britain’s National Theatre, captured LIVE and broadcast on our screen.

**PEOPLE**
3/21 @7pm & 4/13 @1pm
Dorothy thinks an attic sale could save her wildly cluttered home in the new play by Alan Bennett (The History Boys).

**THIS HOUSE**
5/16 @7pm & 6/1 @1pm
It’s 1974 and Westminster rings with the sound of infighting and backbiting as Britain’s parties battle for the nation’s future.

**THE AUDIENCE**
6/13 @7pm, 6/29 @1pm & 7/13 @1pm
Helen Mirren reprises her Academy Award winning role as Queen Elizabeth II.

www.amherstcinema.org
JAMES ROBERTS (Tribe) thanks the universe for his journey to the beautiful here and the groovy now. He’s a spirited Aries who loves nothing more than pure sunlight caressing his bare skin. The world is yours. Change it.

DAVEY ROSENBERG (Margaret Meade/Dad/ Tribe) loves the earth, the ocean, and most importantly, you! He believes in the power of music, meditation, and universal love-making. Never stop searching for YOUR truths. Love.

BRIAN CRAWFORD SCOTT (Berger) is a child praying he will find balance amidst the infinite river of existence. He is never to be taken seriously, and although his physical body dwells now in the “Big Apple” center of the universe, his spirit will always live in the Golden State. His only hope is that you, his fellow patriots, open your eyes and listen to your hearts. He is thankful every day for the cosmic gifts given to him by the Universe, and he sends love and peace to his family, lovers, friends, and, most of all, his tribe.

CARTREZE TUCKER (Tribe) Bonified Libra and self-proclaimed hopeless romantic. Diehard lover of chocolate and peanut butter. He would like to thank his family and friends for all the LOVE and support. “Hey Mom, I love you pretty lady!”

JAMES RADO (Co-Creator) Born in Venice Beach, CA. Raised in Rochester, NY and Washington, D.C. Studied acting with Lee Strasberg. With Gerome Ragni created the book and lyrics of HAIR. On Broadway originated the roles of Richard the Lionhearted (The Lion in Winter) and Claude (HAIR). Did Agnes Varda’s film Lions Love with Viva and Jerry Ragni. Has written two other shows: Rainbow and Sun. Over the last dozen years, he has been focusing on the HAIR script again, to sharpen it for modern-day sensibilities.

GEROME RAGNI (Co-Creator) Born and raised in Pittsburgh; from a large Italian family. After a stint in the Air Force, as a young actor he won the Barter Theatre Award. He appeared on Broadway in the John Gielgud/Richard Burton Hamlet, starred in The Knack Off-Broadway and studied acting and new experimental theatre techniques with Nola Chilton and Joseph Chai-kin and the Open Theater. An unusual stage presence, he created the role of Berger in HAIR. Movie: Lions Love. He wrote the Broadway musical Dude with music by Galt MacDermot and coauthored the yet-to-be-seen Sun.

GALT MACDERMOT (Composer) Grammy® and Tony® Award-winning composer. The son of a Canadian diplomat. Mr. MacDermot was born and raised in Montreal. After attending Bishop’s University, he received a Bachelor of Music degree from Cape Town University, South Africa. Based on this traditional training, he writes all his own arrangements. He moved to New York in 1964 and three years later wrote music for the landmark Broadway production Hair, which he later adapted for the screen. MacDermot formed the New Pulse Band in 1979, which features his original music. The New Pulse Band combines the lyricism of the best musical theatre with the rhythms of classic jazz and soul to create a uniquely captivating sound. Galt MacDermot’s music is available at www.galtmacdermot.com.


KAROLE ARMITAGE (Choreographer) Tony nominated choreographer (HAIR ’09), Artistic Director of Armitage Gone! Dance, is
renowned for pushing boundaries to create contemporary works that blend dance, music and art. Armitage has choreographed for major dance companies throughout Europe and the U.S. and has directed operas for leading European houses. Known for her collaborations with important contemporary artists (Jeff Koons, Brice Marden) and pop icons (Madonna, Michael Jackson), she made her Broadway debut in ’08 with Passing Strange and recently choreographed Amaluna for Cirque du Soleil.

LILLI WOSK (Music Direction) grew up in Sebastopol, CA (a small town that recently rallied to declare itself officially as “Peacetown, USA”) and now Occupies New York City, spending most of her time turning Air into Music. She believes in celebrating birthdays and stays faithful to the Church of Beyoncé. Huge karmic thanks to Nadia and Christine for inviting her to play with the Tribe, and also to her real honest-to-goodness hippie family (Mom, Dad, and J) for strong roots and big love. www.Lil-WoskMusic.com

CHRISTINE O’GRADY (Associate Director/Choreographer) Thrilled to continue on this journey with HAIR, having worked with the Tribes on Broadway and the First National Tour. Off-Broadway: choreographed Iron Curtain (Prospect), Signs Of Life (Amas) and the dance sequences in the recent revivals of The Glass Menagerie (Roundabout) and The Boys in the Band (Transport Group). Grateful for and inspired by my continued relationships with Barrington Stage Company, Prospect Theater Company, Astoria Performing Arts Center, and The Gallery Players. Winner of the 2011 New York Innovative Theatre Award for Outstanding Choreography for The Drowsy Chaperone. Member: SDC.


MICHAEL McDONALD (Costume Design) Broadway & West End: Hair (Tony® Award, Drama Desk and Hewes Award nominations). The Public: Hair (Delacorte Theater). Off-Broadway: The Irish Curse (Soho Rep), Mr. Joy (Riverside Theater), Tartuffe (Tribeca Playhouse), Amahl and the Night Visitors (Lincoln Center). Regional: God of Carnage, [Title of Show], George Street Playhouse; Take Me Out (Repertory Theatre of St. Louis); Dirty Blonde, Omnium Gatherum, Spring Awakening, Next to Normal ( Zachary Scott Theatre); Amadeus, The Laramie Project, Angels in America (Chatham Playhouse); Johnny Baseball, (American Repertory Theater, IRNE Nomination, Diane Paulus, Director)

KEVIN ADAMS (Original Lighting Design) Broadway includes: American Idiot (Tony® and Outer Critics Awards), Spring Awakening (Tony® Award), Next To Normal (Tony nom), Hair (Tony® nom), The 39 Steps (Tony® and Drama Desk Awards), Everyday Rapture, Passing Strange, Take Me Out. Solo shows for John Leguizamo, Eve Ensler, Anna Devere Smith, Eric Bogosian and Sandra Bernhard. Off-Broadway includes Rent, Carrie, The Scottsboro Boys, Hedwig and the Angry Inch, The Donkey Show. Also:
Steppenwolf Theatre, Donmar Warehouse, Kennedy Center, Mildred Pierce (HBO), Obie for Sustained Excellence, many others. www.ambermylar.com

JOEL E. SILVER (Lighting Design) Previous design credits include Tokio Confidential (Scandal Productions), Educating Rita (Huntington Theatre Company), Candela: Fuerza Y Pasion in Lima, Peru, R.Evolucion Latina Choreographer’s Festival (R.Evolucion Latina), La Boheme, Tosca, Aida (Opera Memphis), The World Goes Round (Prince Music Theatre), Art Tatum: Piano Starts Here (Apollo Theatre), A Hatful of Rain in New York and Poland, It Must Be Him (Peter J. Sharp Theatre), Caucasian Chalk Circle (New School), and many productions for regional theatres including Theatre by the Sea, John W. Engeman Theatre, and Northern Stage, and NYU Seinhardt among others. www.JESLD.com

MICHAEL H.P. VIVEROS (Sound Design) is excited to be designing for this production of Hair. His most recent work includes Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Christmas! The Musical, Taiwan and China tour of Elton John and Tim Rice’s Aida, Guys & Dolls National Tour, Madagascar Live, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, and Ain’t Misbehavin’ starring Ruben Studdard. He calls Seattle home and resides in NYC with a 10 year-old beagle.

NADIA DIGIALLONARDO (Musical Supervisor) is a NY-based singer, pianist, music director, and arranger. She was the music director for the Broadway revival of Hair, conducting the show at the Delacorte Theater in Central Park and then at the Hirschfeld Theater. She is currently working on a revival of Pippin with Diane Paulus, which runs at the A.R.T. in Cambridge, MA this January. Nadia is currently the music supervisor for the upcoming production of Nerds: A Musical Software Satire at North Carolina Theatre. Other theater credits include: Harps & Angels (vocal arrangements), The 101 Dalmatians Musical (arrangements) with music by Dennis DeYoung; The Calgary Stampede (vocal arrangements), Monica! The Musical; and Mario Cantone’s Laugh Whore. As a singer, Nadia was recently seen at the 92nd Street Y with her sisters, as part of the Lyrics & Lyricists series. The DiGiallondardo Sisters are frequent guests on “A Prairie Home Companion” and will be with them at Town Hall this season. They recently recorded a holiday CD with Rob Fisher at the piano, to be released this fall, and will be recording a new CD this May from a live performance at the Virginia Arts Festival. From 2004-2006 Nadia was the on-air pianist for ABC’s “The Tony Danza Show” and has since
composed music for various TV shows and commercials. She graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Vassar College with a degree in Urban Planning.

JOHN MOAURO (Assistant Director/Choreographer) has been seen in the Tribe of the Broadway, West End and first National Tour companies of HAIR. John has shared the stage with Liza Minnelli, Elton John, Dolly Parton, and Meryl Streep. His television credits include The Tonight Show with David Letterman, The Tony® Awards, “Good Morning America,” “The Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade,” “The Early Show,” and “Late Night with Conan O’Brien.” He is thrilled to be a part of this production. Many thanks to my supportive family and friends.

Peace and Love!!

ALISON FRANCK, C. S. A./LIZ LEWIS CASTING PARTNERS (Casting Director) Has been the Casting Director for Big League productions, Inc. since 2008, casting tours of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, Ain’t Misbehavin’, Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas! The Musical (3 years), My Fair Lady, Guys and Dolls, and Dreamgirls. Alison also was the Resident Casting Director for Paper Mill Playhouse for 10 years, where she cast over 50 productions, including the Broadway transfer of I’m Not Rappaport, starring Judd Hirsch and Ben Vereen, directed by Daniel Sullivan. Regional: Pirates! (Goodspeed - Paper Mill), Hairspray, and Les Misérables (North Shore) and 2007’s mini-tour of Seven Brides for Seven Brothers (TUTS/Paper Mill Playhouse/ North Shore/TOTS). Alison has recently joined the staff of Liz Lewis Casting Partners: www.lizlewis.com. Liz Lewis Casting Partners has been a front-runner in the casting industry for over 20 years, securing talent for commercials, film, television, theatre, industrials, voice overs and reality and has offices in New York City and Los Angeles.

ALLIED LIVE (Marketing) is a full-service marketing and advertising agency representing Broadway shows, national tours, performing arts institutions and experiential entertainment entities. Clients include: The Book of Mormon, Billy Elliot, Mamma Mia!, Catch Me if You Can, HAIR, West Side Story, Irving Berlin’s White Christmas, Ghost, A Christmas Story, Elf, Traces and Stomp.
BIG LEAGUE PRODUCTIONS/DANIEL SHER
(Executive Producer) Led by Daniel Sher as owner and Executive Producer, Big League is celebrating its 24th season of producing, general managing and booking Broadway musicals and special attractions for touring throughout North America. Big League collaborated with Disney Theatricals in creating its new production of Elton John and Tim Rice’s Aida which toured in North America and China. Another highlight was a new touring production of Miss Saigon developed in collaboration with Cameron Mackintosh, which toured the U.S. and Canada for four years. Other noteworthy productions were the Japanese and North American touring productions of 42nd Street with the creative team from the Tony® Award-winning Broadway revival as well as a three-year tour of Meredith Willson’s The Music Man as newly conceived by Susan Stroman. Others have included Footloose (Las Vegas, Atlantic City, North American tour), tours of Titanic, 1776, Peter Pan, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum starring Rip Taylor, and the unique spectacular Blast! Big League's renowned production of The Who's Tommy has been seen throughout North America, South America, and Europe, and most recently in Tokyo. In recent seasons, Big League produced the 30th Anniversary national tour of the Tony® Award-winning musical Ain’t Misbehavin’ starring “American Idol” winner Ruben Studdard and the first national tour of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang which proved to be the company’s most technically dynamic production to date. The booking department at Big League, helmed by Vice President John Starr, is among the most respected in the industry. Current productions include Guys and Dolls, My Fair Lady, the hip hop dance show Groovaloo which premiered Off-Broadway recently with a pending return to New York City, and Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas! The Musical which the company is proud to be executive producing.
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Explore the many wonderful classical music groups and series available throughout the Pioneer Valley

**MUSIC AT AMHERST CHAMBER SERIES**

**Tetzlaff Ensemble**
Friday, April 19, 8 p.m., $
Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College

**MUSIC IN DEERFIELD**

**Trio Latitude 41**
Saturday, May 11, 8 p.m., $
Sweeney Concert Hall, Smith College
www.musicindeerfield.org

**PIONEER VALLEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA & CHORUS**

**The Movies In Song**
Sunday, April 14, 3 p.m., $
Bruckner, Faure, Wagner, & Britten
2nd Congregational Church, Greenfield

**Mozart & Mahler at the Movies**
Saturday, May 18, 7:30 p.m., $
Mozart & Mahler
Greenfield High School
www.pvso.org

**SMITH CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY II**

**Spring Serenade: Chamber Singers, Chorus, Glee Club, Groove**
Saturday, April 13, 8 p.m., Free
Vivaldi; Joseph Baldwin & Jonathan Hirsh, conductors

**Wind Ensemble Spring Concert**
Monday, April 15, 7 p.m., Free
Holst; Ellen Redman, conductor

**Music in the Noon Hour: Schumann**
Tuesday, April 16, 12:30pm, Free
Karen Smith Emerson, soprano; Conor Hanick, piano

**Collaborations Recital**
Saturday, April 20, 4 p.m., Free
Duos and small ensembles perform from varied repertory

**Spring Orchestra Concert**
Saturday, April 20, 8 p.m., Free
Bizet & Dvorak; Jonathan Hirsh, conductor

**Voces Feminae Spring Concert**
Sunday, April 28, 4 p.m., Free
Works by Bingen & Monteverdi; Directed by Catherine Bell

**President’s Chamber Music Concert**
Friday, May 17, 3 p.m., Free

**Commencement Orchestra Concert**
Saturday, May 18, 7:30 p.m., Free
Soloists from Class of 2013; Jonathan Hirsh, conductor
Sweeney Concert Hall
www.smith.edu/music/scms.php

**SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA**

**Gershwin & Rachmaninoff**
Saturday, April 13, 7:30 p.m., $
Kevin Rhodes, Conductor; Alexander Ghindin, Piano

**Mozart & Beethoven**
Saturday, May 4, 7:30 p.m., $
Kevin Rhodes, Conductor
Symphony Hall
www.springfieldsymphony.org

**UMASS MUSIC DEPARTMENT**

**Avanti Plus-Glorious Mozart**
Sunday, April 7, 4 p.m., $, Bezanson Recital Hall

**Chamber Ensembles**
Tuesday, April 9, 7:30 p.m., Free, Bezanson

**Faculty Voice/Piano Recital**
Tuesday, April 16, 8 p.m., $, Bezanson

**Euridice Ensembles**
Wednesday, April 17, 8:15 p.m., Free, Bezanson

**Wind Ensemble**
Thursday, April 18, 8 p.m., $, Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

**Chamber Choir**
Saturday, April 20, 8 p.m., Free, Newman Center Chapel

**Concert Band**
Sunday, April 21, 2 p.m., $, FAC Concert Hall

**Five College Collegium**
Tuesday, April 23, 8 p.m., Free, Abbey Chapel, MHC

**University Chorale, Women's Choir & Recital Choir**
Saturday, April 27, 4 p.m., Free, First Congregational Church
www.umass.edu/music/eventcalendar

---
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Wednesday, April 17, 8:15 p.m., Free, Bezanson

**Wind Ensemble**
Thursday, April 18, 8 p.m., $, Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

**Chamber Choir**
Saturday, April 20, 8 p.m., Free, Newman Center Chapel

**Concert Band**
Sunday, April 21, 2 p.m., $, FAC Concert Hall

**Five College Collegium**
Tuesday, April 23, 8 p.m., Free, Abbey Chapel, MHC

**University Chorale, Women's Choir & Recital Choir**
Saturday, April 27, 4 p.m., Free, First Congregational Church
www.umass.edu/music/eventcalendar
## FRIENDS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Lee Hines Jr., Chair

Allen Davis, Vice Chair

Neal Abraham
Mary Ellen Anderson
William Baczek
Marc Berman
Patricia A. Canavan
Steven K. Daury
Ian Fraser
Anne Rebecca George
Mansour Ghalibaf
Fran Goldsher
Shelly Holzman
Motoko Inoue
John Kendzierski
Michael Kusek
Julie Roman Lackner
James Mallet
Tony Maroulis
Isolda Ortega-Bustamante
Elaine Palmer
Shardool Parmar
Justin M. Pelis
Tini Sawicki
Michael J. Simolo, Esq.
Pamela H. Simpson
William T. Stapleton
Sarah K. Tanner
Karen A. Tarlow
William H. Truswell, M.D.
Katherine E. Vorwerk

Frederick C. Tillis

Director Emeritus

Members Emeriti

Frank Anderson
Barbara C. Bernard
Richard Covell
Honore David
Betsy Egan
Carl Eger
Seymour Frankel
Arnold Friedmann
Gwendolyn Glass
J. Lynn Grieseimer
Alfred L. Griggs
Joan Haley
Merilee Hill
Bill Hogan
Dolly Jolly
Betsy Loughran
Dave Martula
Kathleen Mullin
Sandra Parent
Lorna Peterson
Zina Tillona
Rob Yacubian

Honoraty Members

Nnenna Freelon
Mike Haley
Jimmy Heath
Sheila Jordan
Yusef Lateef
Stan Rosenberg
Billy Taylor
Peter Tolan
Lois Torf
George Trakas

## ADMINISTRATION

director, Dr. Willie L. Hill, Jr.
associate director, Dennis Conway
assistant to director, Kate Copenhaver

## BUSINESS OFFICE

director of administration and finance, Margaret Curtiss
business office manager, Sonia Kudla
technology manager, Christine Texiera
bookkeeper, Cyn Horton
department assistant, Connie Whigham

## MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT

director of development, John Ebbets
director of marketing, Shawn Farley
community relations manager, Anna Robbins
interim director of education & engagement, Yvonne Mendez
marketing & development assistant, Darcy Hartmann
marketing assistant, Jorge Luis González

## BOX OFFICE

manager, Steven Coombs
assistant manager, Richard Ballon

## PRODUCTION SERVICES

director of operations, Fritz Farrington
associate director of operations, Brenda Cortina
assistant technical director, Bob Mahnken
lighting director, Erica Conlon
audio director, Michael McLaughlin
production stage manager, Ayumi Cordeiro
audience services manager, Melissa Cleary Pearson
office manager, Racquel Kirpan

## EDUCATION

program director, arts council, Sally O’Shea
academic program manager, lively arts, Donna Carpenter
program director, jazz in july, Frank Newton

## PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAMS

Asian Arts & Culture
director, Ranjanaa Devi
marketing & outreach coordinator, Sue McFarland

Center Series
director of programming, Halina Kusleika
assistant director of programming, Hillary Rathbun

Magic Triangle and Solos & Duos
coordinator, Glenn Siegel

## VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMS

University Museum of Contemporary Art
director, Loretta Yarlow
gallery manager, Craig Allaben
business manager, Lori Tuominen
collection registrar, Justin Griswold
curator of education, Eva Fierst

Augusta Savage Gallery
director, Terry Jenoure
gallery manager, Alexia Cota

Hampden Gallery
director, Anne La Prade
gallery manager, John Simpson
Through their support the following Friends of the Fine Arts Center play an integral role in making possible our performances, exhibits and educational programs. (List represents all gifts between 7/1/2011-8/31/2012)

A sincere Thank You to all.

**SPONSORS**

$10,000 & above

Individuals

Lois B. Torf

Businesses

Baystate Medical Practices
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Daily Hampshire Gazette
Hotel Northampton
Pioneer Valley Hotel Group
The Republican
Valley Advocate/Preview Magazine
UMass Campus Center Hotel

**ADVOCATES**

$5,000–$9,999

Individuals

Scott Prior & Nanny Vonnegut

Businesses

Cooley Dickinson Hospital
Florence Savings Bank
Hampshire Hospitality
Loomis Communities
New England Public Radio
PeoplesBank
The Hotel Northampton
The Recorder
UMass Catering Services
United Personnel
WGBY-TV57
WSRS 93.9 The River

**ASSOCIATES**

$2,500–$4,999

Individuals

Anonymous Donor
Mary Ellen & Jeff Anderson
Sol & Miriam Berg
Sally Curcio
Taiga Ermanos
Sean Greene
Raphael Griswold
Amy Johnquest
Louise Kohrman
Jane Lund
Holly Lynton
Nancy Milliken
Ali Osborn
Steven Petegorsky
Stephen St. Francis Decky
Mara Superior
Sarah & Mark Tannor
Frederick C. & Louise Tillis
Carolyn Webb
Angela Zammarelli

Businesses

Aesthetic Laser & Cosmetic Surgery Center
Davis Financial Group
Easthampton Savings Bank
Finck & Perriss Insurance Agency, Inc.

Pioneer Valley Travel
The Rainbow Times
TigerPress
United Wealth Management Group
Pioneer Valley Periodontics
Michael H. Goldscher DDS

**MEMBERS**

$1,000–$2,499

Individuals

Dr. Neal Abraham
Muriel Fox Aronson
Jeffrey & Marilyn Blaustein
Steven & Alejandra Daury
John Ebbets
Carl & Shirley Eger
Nancy & Bruce Goldstein
JoAnne A. & Roger Finck
J. Lynn Griesemer & Bryan Harvey
Beverly & Willie L. Hill, Jr.
John & Justine Holdsworth
Motoko Inoue
John & Patricia Kendzierski
Alexandra Kennedy & James Haug
Elizabeth Lee Loughran
James Mallet & Jennifer Southgate
Michael F. Malone & Christine A. Lau
Greg & Kathy Malynoski
Suzannah & James Muspratt
TR Rosenberg & Laurel Glocheski
Barbara & David Rothenberg
Katherine E. Vorwerk & Robert S. Feldman
Richard L. Weil, Jr.
Michael & Sara Wolff

Businesses

Bacon & Wilson P.C.
CJC Event Lighting
Fallon Community Health Plan
Glenmeadow Retirement Community
Greenfield Savings Bank
Integrity Builders
Jons-Town & Country Realty Services, Inc.
Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo & Assoc.
Pivot Media, Inc
Professional Drywall Construction
Silverscape Designs
United Bank
106.3 WEIB Smooth FM

**SUSTAINER**

$500–$999

Individuals

Anonymous Donor
John Baackes
Claudette Boudreau
Elizabeth Curtis
Don & Honoré David

Allen & Judith Davis
Margaret Sarkissian & Jerry Dennerline
Jacob Epstein
Ian H. Fraser & Pamela Bartlett
Arnold & Susi Friedmann
Todd Diacon & Moema Furtado
Beth C. & John E. Ganel
Gwendolyin Glass
Merry C. & Daniel M. Glosband
Jorge L. Gonzalez & Beth Fraser
Leon Janikian
Kylie H. Johnson
Willard M. Johnson
Ryan Landry
Nancy LaPointe
Carol LaRocca
Andrew Malloy & Debra Gastler
David & Tanyss Martula
John McCarthy & Ellen Woolford
Gail M. & Paul J. McDonald
Kathy & Walter Mullin
Howard B. Natenshon & Rosemary Caine
Thomas O’Brien
Janet O’Rourke
Max Page in honor of Anita & Alex Page
Lorna & Dale Peterson
Robert N. Pollin
Lorna Ritz
Ben Smar
James Staros & Alice Harris
Zina Tillona
Edward & Evelyn Westhead
Lynn Peterfreund & Nicholas Xenos
Robert Mugar Yacubian

**BUSINESSES**

Amherst Chamber of Commerce
Don Muller Gallery
Duseau Trucking
Enrico Fermi High School
Greenfield Cooperative Bank
Guild Art Centre
Hair by Harlow
Majestic Colonial Punta Cana
People’s United Bank
Pioneer Valley Landscapes
Rail Europe
Robinson & Donovan, PC
Sky Meadow Photo Gallery
The Colonnade
The Lift, A Salon
Travel Impressions
WB Mason
WEBS America’s Yarn Store
William Baczek Fine Arts
Whalen Insurance Agency

**ENTHUSIAST**

$250–$499

Individuals

Anonymous Donor
John & Linda Ahern
Zachary H. Bissonette
Eric & Barbara Carle
Dhipati & Anjusree Chanda
Michael Cohen
Christin Couture
Will & Elaine Darr-Morton
Steven Coombs
Ruth V. Elcan
Thomas Fallon
Maurille & Janice Fournier
Seymour Frankel
Alan Gilburg
Sheldon & Marcia Goldman
Joseph & Barbara Goldstein
Gay L. & Steven D. Goodwin
Ellen Grobman
Paul & Nancy Hamel
Harold & Frances Hatch
Joyce & Lee Hines
Pamela M. & Robert D. Jacobs
Jeffrey L. Kaufman
John Francis Kennedy
Sheila & Charles Klem
Jeanne Lally
Mark Ledwell
Peter & Maia Lillya
Roger & Susan Lincoln
Dorothy Nemetz & John Todd
Stephen C. Page
Sandra & Mark Parent
Cynthia Lee Purmort
Joan & Monroe Rabin
David & Sharon Rogalski
Margaret Rosenberry
David Slivter
Jane & Peter Stein
Paul D. Stenard
Susan Stoops
Patrick Williams

Businesses
Amherst Golf Club
Apex Claims Service
Apple Vacations
Berkshire Hills Motel
Chez Albert
Crowne Plaza Hotel
Dell Inc.
Easthampton Savings Bank
Franklin County Chamber of Commerce
Gedney Farm
Hotel Commonwealth
Hotel Marlowe
Huntington Theatre Company
Inn and Spa at Mills Falls
Liberty Hotel
New Chapter, Inc.
Snow Farm
Springfield Symphony Orchestra
The Charles Hotel
The Orchards Golf Club
Janna Ugone & Assoc.
White Square

FRIEND
$100–$249

Individuals
Doug Adler
Paul & Marie Appleby
Ronald J. Archer
John A. & Elizabeth Armstrong
Judith Ashkin
Charles & Deborah Austin
Andrew H. Balder & Cynthia A. Sommer
Michael & Tina Benins
David & Iris Berkman
Barton B. Byg & Jan E. Whitaker
Edward Blaguszewski
Robert M. Boland
Patricia L. Branch
Nancy M. & Mark F. Buffone
Stephen Butters
Carol Connare in honor of
Jay Schafer
Arrelle Cook
David & Jean Dempsey
Kelly & Charlie DeRose
Sharon L. Downs
Kathy L. Dudley
Charles & Mildred Feldberg
Oriole & Sidney Feshbach
Dorothy Firman & Sarah Slawski
Lori J. Friedman
Sally & Richard Giglio
Virginia Goldsbury
Robert & Nancy Gordon
Raymond & Jacquelyn Grant
Ronald Grasso Jr.
Louise R. Hammann
William Harris
Darcy Hartmann
Jamie Hartwright
Sarah Hawes
Samuel Hazen
Eric & Yehudit Heller
Robert A. Henry
Marjorie Hess & Rudolph Talaber
Camilla Humphreys
Kendra Kaczynski
Chip Jackson
Diane E. Kelton
John F. Kennedy
Lynn & Laura Klock
George & Mary Knightly
Paul Kostecki
Nicholas Kuckel
Boyd & Janice Kynard
Tom & Anne Jeanne Lardner
Sean LeBlanc
Anita Licis
Lynn & Jeffrey Lisa
Thomas J. Luck & Elizabeth Kidder
Lewis & Caden Mainzer
Surinder Mehta & Laurie Schad
Daniel & Ellen Melley
Lucia Miller
Nicolas Nicolosi
Joyce & John Nordin
Rebecca Nordstrom & Jerome Liebling
Jeanne O’Connell
Richard & Elaine Palmer
Sandra & Mark Parent
Dulce Pedro
Cindy & Jaime Perreira
Kirsten & Andrew Pitts
Dominique Pollara
Patricia & Donald Polonis
Robert & Jeanne Potash
Nancy & Eric Reeves
Steven, Anna & Calder Robbins
Margery H. Roy
Laura Holland
Gloria & James Russell
Ann & Stephen W. Schupack
Amilcar & Demetria Shabazz
Betsy Siersma
Melanie Gallo & Stan Smith
Elizabeth & Eric Stahl
Pip & Dick Stromgren
Jack Szpiler & Colleen Ahern
Mary Teichman
Robert H. Temkin
Pamela Tills
Michele Topor
John & Peggy Townsend
Elaine Ulman & David Pesuit
Sara & Joel Upton
Jo-Anne T. Vanin
Elizabeth J. Vastine
Nancy Winter in memory of
Jerry Winter
Vivian Wnuk
Conrad & Barbara Wogrin
Burton Woolf
Ruth Yanka
Jeanie Young-Mason
Cathy A. Schoen & Larry S. Zacharias
Bill & Marsha Zimmer

Businesses
A2Z Science & Learning Store
Allen House Victorian Inn
Amy’s Place Bar & Grill
Barrington Stage Company
Bayside Resort
Beechwood Hotel
Berkshire Museum
Boston Red Sox
Carmelina’s at the Commons
Carnegie Hall
Catania Hospitality Group, Inc.
Cathy Cross
Central Rock Gym
Danish Inspirations
Eighty Jarvis Restaurant & Bar
Gazebo Intimate Apparel
Glimmerglass Opera
Hadley Garden Center
Harlow Luggage
Hy-Line Cruises
Interstate 91 North
J. Rich Clothing
Jackson & Connor
Jacob’s Pillow
Jodie’s Restaurant
King Ward Coach Lines
Kate Gray Boutique
Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health
KW Home
Lime Rock Park
Mohawk Mountain Ski Area
North Country Landscapes
Northampton Chamber of Commerce
Northampton Karate
Pioneer Valley Symphony & Chorus
Pro Art Chamber Orchestra of Boston
Residence Inn by Marriott
Sconset Café
Seaport Companies
Shakespeare & Company
Tabella’s Restaurant
The Artisan Gallery
The Benjamin Company
The Eric Carle Museum
The Steamship Authority
Tickets for Groups, Inc.
Valley Art Supplies
Yoga Center of Amherst
Zanna
Tranquility Day Spa

FAN
$50–$99

Individuals
Anonymous Donors
Jill Anderson
Dawn & W. Phillips Barlow
Jessica Barker & Tyler Johnson
Carol A. Barr
Justine Bertram
Marguerite Beete
Joseph & Maury Bohan
Jeffrey & Karen Boshart
Virginia Brewer
Tara Brewster
Shirley Brodigan
Allan Byam & Carol Belliveau
Brian Campedelli
Melvin Carlson
Daniel & Susan Carmody
Deene & Ann Clark
Rika Clement
Marjorie & Glenn Coleman
Walter & Margery Coombs
Charles & Miriam Corson
Jeremy Cotton
Joseph & Kathleen Diveglia
Kristen Dye
Rita & Oscar Edelman
Barbara Fell-Johnson
Orlole & Sidney Feshbach
Richard A. Fleischer
Timothy & Mary Foster
Walter & Florence Haas
Patricia & Ira Hare
Bill Henry
Patricia Holland
Jeffrey Horan
Amy S. Hughes in memory of
Robert M. Hughes
Carol Kaminsky
Janet Klauser-Wise & Jeremy Wise
Susan & Richard Knapp
Richard & Rosemary Kofler
Sonja Kudla & Jim Armstrong
Sue Kurian
Halina & Neil Kusleika
Peter Laurenza
In Memory of Joyce E. Smar
Robert & Sandra Lord
Arthur & Elaine Mange
Nora & Tony Maroulis
John McCarthy & Ellen Woolford
Sue & Jeff McFarland
Ernest D. May & Mary L. Milkey-May
Prem & Mira Menon
Susan Meyer
Martin C. & Brenda Moore Miller
Gillian Morby
Kathleen Morrissey-Morini
Jeffrey Moss & Diane Goding
Judy & John Mullin
David D. & Betsy Mullins
Diane Murphy
Paul Murphy
Thomas P. Nadin
Gerarde Nolan
Jennifer Normanly
Jose Ornelas &
Gloria Bernabe-Ramos
Linda Overting & John Ryan
Marianne Pedulla
Naomi & Micha Peleg
Lucy Pickett
Harold Pilskan
Linda & Geoff Post
Patricia Powers
Marietta Pritchard
Stephen Prouty
Thomas E. Radlo
James & Janice Ratner
Marion T. Rosenau
Beth & Todd Rossi
Robert Schultz
Jeffrey & Nancy Siegel
Robin Silva
Elizabeth Silver
Michael Simolo
Alvin P. Cohen & Dade Singapuri
Ted & Barbara Slovin
Claudia Sperry
Rich & Diana Sprugin
Otto & Diana Stein
Mary Lou Stuart & Jay Fleitman
Kitty & Ken Talan
Betty Veres Thurston
Harold & Shaina Tramazzo
Andree Uhlig
Robert M. Urban
David Vandewater
Donna Wiley

FOUNDATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Korea Research Foundation
Mass Cultural Council
Mass Mutual Life Insurance Company
N. E. Foundation for the Arts
Robert Mapplethorpe
Foundation, Inc.
Springfield Symphony Chorus
Springfield Symphony Orchestra
The Vidda Foundation
UMass Alumni Association
West Springfield HS Band in honor
of Bill Carr

MATCHING GIFTS
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Fidelity Investments
General Electric Fund
Lucent Technologies Foundation
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
New Alliance Foundation
PeoplesBank
Price Waterhouse Coopers

Only the UMass Fine Arts Center is exposing,
engaging, educating and inspiring all generations
to experience the visual and performing arts.

Support the UMass Fine Arts Center's goal "to expose all generations to the wonders of the arts."
MAKE A GIFT! Give online: www.fineartscenter.com
Evacuation Procedures

Bowker Auditorium

Note: Interior house conditions may necessitate alternate exit routes.

Sections A-K and the Pit exit toward stage.

West side exit stairwell left.

Sections L-U exit toward lobby.

East side exit stairwell right.

Balconies
Evacuation Procedures
In the event of an emergency requiring evacuation of the building, procedures are in place to ensure that the audience can exit safely.

Sections 4, 5, 6
Exit through the lobby.

Sections 1, 2, 3 & Pit
Exit toward stage.

Note: Interior house conditions may necessitate alternate exit routes.

Mezzanine 1, 2, 3
Exit rear through lobby.

Balconies 1, 2 exit toward stage, up two flights and down interior fire escape.
Patron Services

Refreshments
Concessions are available before the performance and during intermission for most Center Series Concert Hall events. For patrons in our wheelchair section, please notify an usher and they will be happy to bring the refreshments to you.

Restrooms
Restrooms are located on the lower level of the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall adjacent to the University Gallery and in the Concert Hall main lobby. When available there are additional restrooms in the Rand Theater area. Fully accessible restrooms are available in the Concert Hall and Bowker Auditorium. Restrooms in the Concert Hall for the mobility impaired are located in the lobby and the refuge area outside section 3 on house right.

Drinking Fountains
Drinking fountains are located on the lower level of the Concert Hall near the restrooms and in the lobby.

Late Seating
Patrons arriving after the start of the performance will be seated at an appropriate break.

Pagers and Cell Phones
Please turn off all pagers and cell phones when entering the seating area.

On Call Service
Doctors and persons needing emergency call service are asked to leave their name and seat location with the box office. If you keep a pager with you, please use the silent, vibration option.

Cameras and Recording Devices
The taking of photographs or recording the performance in any way is strictly prohibited.

For Hearing-Impaired Patrons
Assisted listening devices: Induction loops and headsets are available for patrons with hearing impairments and may be checked out with an ID in the lobby prior to the performance. Compatible with most ALS systems and in compliance with the ADA. A credit card, driver’s license, or valid student ID will be held as security while devices are in use.

Emergency Closing
In case of emergency, the lighted, red, exit sign near your seat is the shortest route to the exterior of the building. For your safety, please check the location of the exit closest to your seat and review the evacuation map included in this playbill. Also, follow the directions provided by the ushers.

Accessible Parking
An access-parking permit or plates must be visible to parking attendants.

For Your Viewing Pleasure
Check out what’s on view in the University Gallery. The University Gallery is located on the lower level of the Concert Hall and is open one hour prior to the start of performances and during intermission. The Gallery is also open to the public Tuesday through Friday, 11am to 4:30pm, and Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 5pm.

Performance Cancellation
Fine Arts Center performances are rarely canceled and only in the case of severe weather. If a performance is canceled, you can call the Box Office at 1-800-999-UMAS or 545-2511 or tune in to the following radio and television stations: public radio station WFCR 88.5FM, WRNX 100.9FM/ WPNI 1430AM, WHMP 99.9FM, WMUA, WRSI 95.3FM, WHYN, WMAS, WWLP-TV22 and WGGB-TV40. If a performance is canceled, patrons may exchange tickets for another event (subject to availability), may receive a credit on their account, or may request a refund.

Please recycle your playbill in the lobby.
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE—REGISTER NOW!

BEGINNER
INTERMEDIATE
PRE-PROFESSIONAL
ADULT
POINTE
REPERTORY
JAZZ
TAP

dance with the professionals

Massachusetts Academy of Ballet

4 OPEN SQUARE WAY
STUDIO 403
HOLYOKE MA 01040
413.536.6200
MASSACADEMYOFBALLET.COM

PIONEER VALLEY PERIODONTICS

The choice for excellence and gentle care in periodontics

Supporting the arts and your healthy smile

STEVEN H. GOLDSHER, D.D.S.
Diplomate, American Academy of Periodontics
Practice Limited to Periodontics
Implants and Oral Medicine

289 High Street
Greenfield, MA 01301
413 772 0735

78 Main Street, Suite 311
Northampton, MA 01060
413 582 9688
Specializing in the fine art of home building and renovation.

INTEGRITY
DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION, INC.
Call 413.549.7919 for a FREE DESIGN CONSULTATION integbuild.com
Stay in the Heart of the University of Massachusetts Campus at The UMass Hotel & Conference Center

Proudly supporting the UMass Fine Arts Center

WWW.UMASSHOTEL.COM
1-877-822-2110

Proudly supporting the UMass Fine Arts Center
Finding the best
Financial Advisors
in the Valley
just got easier!

FSB Financial Group - Voted Best of the Valley

We are very proud to have received the award for the Best of the Valley for Financial Planning Service for the past two years. At the FSB Financial Group, we are committed to helping our customers achieve their financial goals while providing them with personal attention and exceptional customer service. Whatever your needs are, let us help you build a financial plan for your future!

Call 413-587-4722 to set up an appointment for a complimentary consultation with either Jean Kelley or Ed Garbacik and get professional advice from the best.

“Best of the Valley” award winners are determined by a four-week online ballot (tallied by computer) where The Valley Advocate readers can submit their favorite places to shop and do business.

(L-R) Jean Kelley
Vice President/Financial Advisor*
Edward J. Garbacik CFP®, AIF®
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™, professional
Vice President/Financial Advisor*
Nicole Domnarski, CRPC®
Client Relationship Manager*

Financial Group
Your Local Source To A World Of Investments*

413-587-4722 | www.fsbfg.com
Located at Florence Savings Bank

Personal • Business • Non-Profit
Investment Management • Retirement Planning • Financial Plans
Investment Consulting Services • Risk Management

*SECURITIES AND ADVISORY SERVICES OFFERED THROUGH COMMONWEALTH FINANCIAL NETWORK, MEMBER FINRA/SIPC, A REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISER. FIXED INSURANCE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OFFERED BY FSB FINANCIAL GROUP ARE OFFERED THROUGH CES INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. INVESTMENTS ARE NOT A DEPOSIT, ARE NOT FDIC-INSURED, HAVE NO BANK GUARANTEE, AND MAY LOSE VALUE. FSB FINANCIAL GROUP IS LOCATED AT 85 MAIN STREET, FLORENCE, MA 01062. PHONE: (413) 587-4722.
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • EDUCATIONAL

NATIONALLY KNOWN
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN PIONEERS
COLLABORATIVE DESIGN PROCESS
CREATIVE
JUST PLAIN FUN TO WORK WITH

Kraus Fitch Architects, Inc.
HOME COMMUNITY PLANET
www.krausfitch.com
413.549.5799

Proud sponsor of
UMass Fine Arts Center
www.elsollatino.net
Supporting the Arts for over 38 Years

Your source for NEWS, ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

115 Conz Street | P.O.Box 477 | Northampton, MA 413.529.2840
UMass is that Unique venue you’ve been looking for. With a reputation for exceptional food, creative displays and attentive service, UMass has the experience to make your wedding day Unforgettable.

Contact us at 413-577-8235
Catering@mail.aux.umass.edu
www.umass.edu/catering
Rave Reviews

Vote For The Valley’s Best

- Entertainment
- Sports
- News
- Business
- And More

Cast your vote at readerraves.com
Voting ends April 28.
Winners announced June 16.
Support public higher education with a UMass License Plate!

All you need is your Driver’s License and Current Plate Number to place your order today at: UMassAlumni.com/licenseplate

Currently available for Massachusetts residents only. For more information call 800-456-UMASS.
Connect with the arts

Subscribe today
586.1925

Daily Hampshire Gazette
Gazettenet.com
When was the last time your stock broker spoke with your attorney or your accountant?

You have trusted advisers, but you may not know the best ways to leverage their expertise to accomplish your goals.

The Davis Financial Group LLC mobilizes these professionals as a team in pursuit of one purpose: supporting and advancing your interests. Whether you’re planning for retirement or considering a planned gift, this collaboration helps your advisers make more informed recommendations—and further empowers you to make better decisions about your future.

This is financial planning in harmony.

Fee-based financial planning

10 Bay Road
Hadley, MA 01035
413.584.3098
www.davisfinancialgrp.com

Securities, investment advisory and financial planning services offered through qualified Registered Representatives of MML Investor Services LLC, Member SIPC. Supervisory Office: 330 Whitney Avenue, Suite 600; Holyoke, MA 01040. Tel: (413) 539-2000.

CRN201306-149638
Baystate Medical Practices is proud to support UMASS Fine Arts

We’ve mastered the fine art of health care.
At Baystate Medical Practices we offer individuals and families a complete approach to health care. All delivered by highly experienced medical professionals who provide a compassionate kind of care. And we have convenient office locations all around the region.

HAMPShIRE COUNTY - Baystate Medical Practices:

- Mary Lane Ob/Gyn
- Mary Lane Orthopedics
- Mary Lane Radiology
- Mary Lane Surgery
- Northampton Cardiology
- Pioneer Valley Family Medicine
- Quabbin Adult Medicine
- Quabbin Pediatrics
- Quaboag Gastroenterology
- Rapid Care
- South Hadley Adult Medicine

For more information, or for a referral to a Baystate provider near you, please call Baystate Health Link at 1-800-377-HEALTH (4325).

Baystate Medical Practices
baystatemedicalpractices.org
Applauding a Great Performance

Baystate Health is proud to support the UMass Fine Arts Center

For a referral to a Baystate Health provider, call 1-800-377-4325.

Baystate Health
baystatehealth.org

To improve the health of the people in our communities every day, with quality and compassion.